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  3-σ detections#
  fluxes measured using 

aperture photometry#
  matched to SPIRE 

catalogue #
  5-σ limits 132 and 126 

mJy#
  337 sources at 110 #
  525 sources at 160 #

  Comparison to IRAS fluxes at 100 micron shows good 
agreement#







  Differential counts 
corrected for 
completeness and flux 
boosting by comparing to 
simulations#

  very steep below 100mJy #
  consistent with BLAST P

(d) analysis #
  no model matches well#



  Negrello model matches the steep slope, 
but is too high at 350 and 250#



  Steep counts are 
dominated by a 
population of high z 
protospheroids#

  possible solutions #
  move protospheroids to 

higher redshifts#
  change the SEDs#

  Photometric redshifts from the SPIRE colours suggest that the 
high z population is at z~2 (see Amblard et al  A&A paper)#
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  Measure w(θ) using Landy & Szalay estimator#
  Cirrus is a potential problem #

  tests on simulations with clustered positions#
  recover correct amplitude with background subtraction as 

implemented#
  mask out worst cirrus regions#

  4 subsamples #
  S250>33mJy#
  S350>36mJy & 3σ#
  S500>45mJy#
  S350>36mJy and S500/S250>0.75#

(Maddox et al A&A paper)!



  The amplitude increases for redder samples#
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500 

350 

colour 



  The 250 sample is 
dominated by low-z 
galaxies #

  The 350 and colour 
selected samples 
dominated by the high-z 
peak (see Amblard et al  
A&A paper)#

  Non-detection at 250 - consistent with the low-z population cluster 
as normal galaxies (r0~4Mpc) #

  The angular amplitude of the 350 samples and Amblard n(z) 
implies high-z population has intrinsically stronger clustering 
(r0~10Mpc)#




